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The TraceTek mini-probe is a cost effective solution for low point leak detection. The
mini-probe detects electrically conductive liquids and is compatible with all of our
TraceTek leak detection cables and alarm modules. Manufactured from chemical
and corrosion resistant materials, the TT-MINI-PROBE withstands exposure to a
wide range of harsh chemicals.
The TT-MINI-PROBE incorporates our standard metal connector, so that it can
be directly connected to any of our TT3000, TT5000 or TT5001 modular sensing
cables and accessories. The mini-probe can be used at any point in a TraceTek leak
detection circuit where an end termination would be used. A single mini-probe can
also be connected directly to a TT-MLC-MC leader cable to create a simple, single
point detection circuit, or multiple mini-probes can be connected to TT-MBC-MC
branch connectors to create multi-point leak detection circuits.
System reliability and integrity are ensured because our mini-probe is designed to
be an integral part of the leak detection sensor circuit. Damage to the mini-probe will
be detected immediately by a TraceTek alarm module. The mini-probe will detect
leaks with as little as 3mm (1/8”) of the probe exposed to liquid, but the probe can
be installed in virtually any position to allow application optimized leak sensitivity.
For more information about the TT-MINI-PROBE or other TraceTek leak
detection products, contact your local TraceTek distributor or visit our website at
www.tracetek.com.
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TT-MINI-PROBE connected to a TT-MLC-MC leader cable
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dimensions
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